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 Thank you

“I feel like I can do anything, I just

have to believe in myself”

The Roses Charitable Trust has spent another year enabling young people

to challenge themselves in fun and adventurous ways: improving

confidence and social skills, doing things they never thought possible. 

 

This year we supported 181 Young People

Oban High School, Winter 2018



Broomhouse Young Carers:
 

‘I’ve challenged myself and I’ve
achieved so much. It’s been very
fun and adventurous with all the

activities and peaceful with getting
away’

‘I hope as they grow, when faced with personal challenges,
they will remember this trip and how they faced fears and
personal challenges, supported their peers and overcame’

Lambhill Stables group leader

Groups we worked with this year: 
 

Midlothian Pave 2 Princes, Broomhouse Young

Carers, Ken Stimpson, Canmore Youth Project,

Splash and Girvan Youth Trust, REACH for

Autism, Camp & Trek, Edinburgh Young Carers,

Himmat, Edinburgh Young Carers (wee ones),

Lambhill Stables

Harehills Police Cadets, Oban High School

‘This week was really good, when I
didn’t believe in myself there was

always someone who did.’ 
 

Young person from the Midlothian
PAVE 2 Princes group

The Team:  
With the retirement of our long serving general

manager, Jane Sayer, we have recruited an

experienced part time Development Officer, Jane

Churchill, who will work alongside the Marketing and

delivery team Kirsty Pallas and Andy Spink. Kirsty

has also heroically taken on the accounts with expert

support from Ainsley Smiths, a local accountancy

practice.

 
 

The Roses Charitable Trust, in conjunction with

subsidiary trading company Hebridean Pursuits Ltd.,

delivers challenging outdoor activity courses for

groups of marginalised young people, in either

residential or day courses 

Many of the young people attending our residential

and day courses come from difficult home

environments in areas experiencing acute issues of

deprivation and social exclusion. Often these

experiences have a knock-on effect to behaviour,

happiness, health and well-being.

 

Each programme is designed to suit the specific needs

of the young people through prior consultation with

their local organisation. Therefore, through regular

contact, discussion and evaluation, courses are

developed and tailored to support the ongoing work of

the groups.

What we do...



Edinburgh Young
Carers

‘Fantastic!’

 

‘I did things I didn’t think I 

could’

 

 
We are looking at different ways to support,

inspire and encourage

the young people we work with. 

We ran a really successful pilot initiative with

Andy leading a residential with REACH for

Autism focused around art.  Andy's' fine art

background mixed with his many years

experience in outdoor learning makes him the

perfect leader for this approach.

Feedback was very strong from the young

people and the leaders and we are now looking

at running another pilot to test this approach.

 

 

What next?

Artist and artwork from the

REACH for autism residential

 

 

"If you can't see it, you can't be it"

 

Our operations manager, Kirsty, is keen to

challenge the lack of opportunities, both

perceived and actual for black, asian and

minority ethnic (BAME) women in outdoor

activities, so there will be more on that in

one of our regular updates to groups and

donors.

 

 

Lastly, we are planning to streamline the

organisational structure by setting up a

Scottish Charitable Incorporated

Organisation (SCIO) in the next few

months - watch this space!  

This Charity will incorporate the work of

both Roses Charitable Trust and

Hebridean Pursuits Ltd.

This will help us focus our resources on the

important things and spend less time on

administration.

Talking to the groups we work with has also

led to a request for us to run a residential

with families and this pilot is planned for

early 2020 - feedback here next year.

BAME Women in the Hills

Art Outdoors

New structure



Argyll & Bute Health and Care Partnership

Argyll Community Housing Association

The Bartlett Foundation

The Charles Skey Charitable Trust

The Denton Charitable Trust

Edinburgh Children’s Holiday Fund

Garfield Weston Foundation

Hugh Fraser Foundation

JC Hardie Charitable Trust

John Watson's Trust

Oban Common Good Fund

PF Charitable Trust

The Pleasance Trust

The Robert Macalpine Foundation 

The Robertson Trust

Taynuilt Medical Practice

With huge thanks to all our donors and

funders, without whom we could not

provide these life changing opportunities

THANK YOU

"I am more confident in the
water now!"

Himmat group


